Abstract: Constraint equations for complex robot structures can lead to a large number of equations. Also, constraint equations permits universal solutions for various mechanisms and solving a large number of equations can be simplified with numerical solutions. Therefore, if discreet solutions are allowed, a universal way to determine the necessary control parameters of a mechanism for different positions, or corresponding positions for different driving parameters is to use constraint equations. A direct kinematical analysis of a 2 DoF spherical mechanism with two driving axes is presented; a numerical simulation is made for given arm dimensions; according to specified degrees of freedom, a simplified CAD model is built and driven with the angular parameters.
Introduction
Articulated mechanisms are used in a wide industry ranges. Active-Cord Mechanisms can use articulated arms controlled by actuators attached along its body. Such a solution for ACM is proposed in [1] , with 4 rotation axes and 2 actuators. As the author's mentions, a usual joint mechanism has the same number of rotational axes as that of the actuators, but using only 2 actuators has the advantage of smaller, slimmer and thinner mechanism.
Mechanisms with articulated bars were proposed and used by many authors, like in [2] , mainly using a platform. The presently proposed solution uses only 3 axes, two controlled by actuators (rotation) and 2 passive bars.
The study and analysis of mechanisms can be made using few classical theorems; one of them is used frequently by authors, for numerous mechanism and robot types [3, 4, and 5] : the theory of constraints. The constraint equations theory, which uses the vector theory, applying numerical solutions, is a universal tool for direct and indirect kinematic and dynamic analysis, or dynamic equilibration. As the obtained results are discreet solutions, in majority of the mechanism analysis where discreet solutions are admissible, the constraint equations method can be a very powerful solution.
The work [6] proposes some possible solution for multibody mechanisms, even some numerical solutions. The proprietary method and theory developed in [7] and applied with numerical solutions in [3] and [5] , is also used for the different type of mechanisms. The constraint equations method is also used for the proposed ACM mechanism; a numerical example is computed and modeled for visualization purposes in Autodesk Inventor.
Schematic model of the proposed mechanism
The proposed 2DoF mechanism has 5 arms: two driven (2 and 6) arms linked to the base body with two cylindrical joints, linked also with two spherical joints to arms 3 and 5, in turn linked to arm 4 with two universal joints. The actuator arm 4, is linked also to the base body with a universal joint (Fig. 1.) .
According to the schematic we have n = 5 body's, P5 = 2 class 5 joints, P4 = 3 class 4 joints, and P3 = 2 class 2 type joints.
As the multibody mechanism is considered a grade 0 mechanism, the degrees of freedom is computed using (1):
(1) Figure 1 : Schematic model of mechanism Each body (arm), inclusive the base body, has the principal inertia centers (gravity centers) notated with Gi; each have six frames attached to them, oriented along the principal inertia directions of the corresponding body. The frames attached to the gravity centers are notated with OiXiYiZi and they are numbered corresponding to the arm number. In Fig.1 and Fig.2 , for a better visualization, are represented only frames attached to gravity centers G2, G4, G6 and G5. The O1X1Y1Z1 frame is attached to the gravity center of the base body and is considered fixed (O1 coincide with G1). In the initial positions, the directions of each frame axes attached to the base body, arms 2 and 6 are identical. These six frames represent the inertia frames system of the mechanism.
According to [7] , the mechanism has also a geometrical frames system, attached as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 * frames are attached to arm 3 and 5, and for a better visualization they can be seen separately in Fig.2 .
The inertia frames axes and the geometrical frames axes attached to the corresponding bodies have same direction.
As the body elements are straight bars, the geometrical frames axes and origins are chosen in points and joints which simplify the equation systems. For example: on arm nr.2 and nr.6 (driving arms), the origins of geometrical frames were chosen on the right end of the rod, points which are not moves with the rotation of the arms.
Vectors notated with ̅ ( Fig. 1) 
The constraint equations of the mechanism
Each joint needs as many equations as the blocked degrees of freedom, according to [7] , using the constraint equations, the 7 joints will lead to 28 equations, equations (2-8) .
The values for direction cosines are known ( 
The constraint equations for rotational joint between body 1 and 2: The equations for the spherical joint between arm 2 and 3: − (sin α 6 sin β 6 cos γ 6 + cos α 6 sin γ 6 ) α 120 − (sin α 6 sin β 6 sin γ 6 − cos α 6 cos γ 6 ) α 260 + sin α 6 cos β 6 α 360 = 0
According to equations (2-8) the proposed system has 28 parameters, with the leading parameters of the mechanism: angle α2 and α6.
Results obtained using numerical solution
To solve the equations system with 28 equations, as in previous work [3] , the Newton-Raphson method was used. A program, containing all the equations, was built in MathCAD environment, and numeric values were given for the mechanism arms lengths. The simulation was made for different angular steps, and an output of the simulation can be seen in Fig. 3 . In the presented simulation the leading parameters steps (for angles α2 and α6) were set both to the 12°. For visual simulation a simplified solid assembly model of the proposed mechanism was made. The corresponding degrees of freedom was obtained in Autodesk Inventor using assembly constraints applied to parts and the planes, axes and work points attached to the bodies. 
Conclusions
The constraint equations method developed together with a numeric solution can lead to discreet solutions.
As it was demonstrated in previous works applying the constraint theory together with numeric solution, using mathematical software's can solve almost any type of mechanism problem. The steps for the angular displacement can be modified to any precision necessities. However numerical solutions applied to various mechanism types, must be used with some precautions, as they can lead to the unsolvable angular values or some singularity positions of the mechanism. This position or values must be evaluated or avoided using different steps in a given situation. In the above work, such an angular value was present, and avoided using a proper angular step. Except that singular situations, can be concluded that the developed method can be used as a universal toll for almost any type of mechanism study. 
